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VISION
...a global LNG company helping to build a better Nigeria.

MISSION
To market, produce and deliver Liquefied Natural Gas and Natural Gas Liquids to buyers safely, reliably and profitably, growing our company and its people to their full potential, and being a trusted partner with all our stakeholders in the sustainable development of Nigeria’s gas industry and of NLNG’s host communities.

SHAREHOLDERS

SUBSIDIARIES
Bonny Gas Transport Limited
NLNG Ship Management Limited
Our Journey – Celebrating Success

1960 - 1989

30 Years of Preparation (Dream/ Vision)

1989 - 2019

30 years of existence
20 years of production
>$100Bn in Revenue
>Fortune 500 if listed
>$35Bn of Dividend
98.4% World Best Plant Reliability in 2018

2019 →

THE FUTURE

NLNG Train 7
...coming to reality
The Changing Map of LNG Supply

2019 - ?
US? Australia? Qatar?

2018
Australia

2006 - 2017
Qatar

1984 - 2005
Indonesia

231MTPA FID expected in 2019
The Future is Gas!

Nigeria - 199 TCF (potential >600 TCF)
NLNG - 6 Nos. LNG Trains - 22mtpa
Train 7 - 8mtpa

Unleash Gas Potential!

Australia - 128 TCF
Output: 85mtpa (3%)

Malaysia - 97 TCF
>29 mtpa (1.4%)

Indonesia - 103 TCF
>26 mtpa (1.2%)

NIGERIA - 199 TCF
22 mtpa (0.5%)